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Meade EXT-90 Astro telescope
with keypad controller
Versatile and easy to use -observe the feather structure of a bird 50 yards away, or
study the rings of Saturn from a distance of 800 million miles! This unique high -
resolution imaging system can be used by both casual observers and serious as-
tronomers. No more fumbling with awkward knobs and wheels -electronic keypad
gives you precise control and focusing. Add the Autostar'' computer control (sold
separately) for fast, automatic location of over 12,000 celestial objects.
RSU 12128682 599.99

See any of over
12,000 objects at

the touch of a
button -menu system
makes it easyl

Meade® Autostar- controller
finds 12,000 objects automatically
Just plug it into the EXT-90 Astro Telescope to find
almost any object visible -planets, comets, satellites,
even the international space station. Automatically moves
to object at 5°/second and places it in the telescopic
field. R511 12130167 159.99

Hard carrying case. Holds Astro telescope, eyepieces,
controller, more. RSU 12130191 119.99

AC adapter. 25-ft.cord. RSU 12130209 39.99

Deluxe field tripod. Adjusts from 34 to 54'! Micrometric controls in both azimuth
and elevation -angle for precise polar alignment. RSU 12130217 199.99

45° erecting prism. Presents correctly oriented image at a more convenient 45°
viewing angle. RSU 12130183 59.99

T -adapter. Attaches to your 35mm camera's T -mount for taking pictures through
telescope. RSU 12130175 39.99

Electric focuser. Plugs into telescope for smoother, more precise focusing.
RSU 12130621 139.99

See a better image with eyepieces, filters and
accessories for Tasco® and Celestron° telescopes

IPower up your Tasco
telescope with high
quality eyepieces

Eyepieces for telescopes with Vh" draw tubes.
To determine the power of your telescope when used
with a particular eyepiece, simply divide the focal length
of the telescope by the focal length of the eyepiece.

6.3mm Kellner. RSU 12129599 29.99
12.5mm Kellner. RSU 12129607 29.99
25mm Kellner. RSU 12129615 29.99
7.5mm Plossel. RSU 12129623 39.99
17mm Plossel. RSU 12129631 39.99
25mm Plossel. RSU 12129649 39.99

Tasco remote focus control
Long remote control cable allows distant focusing plus
prevents accidental moving of the telescope.
RSU 11644598 19.99

Attach your 35mm camera for
breathtaking photos -it's easy
with these handy accessories

.965" photo adapter tube. Inserts into focus
tube of telescope, to which a T -mount (sold
below) and your 35mm camera is connected for
pictures of planets, galaxies and more.
RSU 11911443 34.99

O
35mm T -mounts. Attaches to photo adapter tube (above) for
photography through your telescope.
Canon. RSU 11911393 12.99
Canon EOS. RSU 11911435 12 99
Minolta. RSU 11911385 12.99
Minolta 7000. RSU 11911427 12.99
Nikon f and A. RSU 11911377 12.99
Olympus OM. RSU 11911419 12.99
Pentax, Praktika, universal screw mounts.
RSU 11911369 12.99
Pentax K. RSU 11911401 12.99

Collimation tool. Make sure you're
seeing the best image possible. For Cele-
stron 3" Newtonian reflector telescope
(RSU 12082251), page 306.
RSU 12084158 799

Eyepieces, filters and
more for Celestron
Firstscope 60 series
SMA 1V4" eyepieces. Good general-
purpose eyepieces delivering a

wide apparent field with good color
correction and an excellent image

at the center of the field of view. Fully coated for
maximum contrast.
6rom. RSU 12082418 39.99
10mm. RSU 12082426 39.99
12mm. RSU 12082434 39.99
17mm. RSU 12082442 39.99
25mm. RSU 12082459 39.99

VA" deluxe 2x Barlow lens. Doubles effective power
of your eyepiece. Great for high -power viewing of the
moon, planets and double stars. RSU 12082467, 49.99

Eyepiece filter sets. For use with
174" eyepieces. Improves contrast, defi-
nition and resolution while reducing
glare and eye fatigue. Each set contains

4 popular fitters. 21.80A, ND -13, Polarizing filters.
RSU 12082582 59.99
12, 25, 56, ND -25 filters. RSU 12082590 59.99
23A, 38A, 58, ND -50 filters. RSU 12082608 59.99
8, 15, 47, 82A filters. RSU 12082616 59.99

11" moon filter. Improves contrast and reduces bright-
ness for seeing greater detail on the lunar surface
RSU 12082624 14.99

Vibration suppression pads. Fit
between tripod legs and ground for a
more stable image on almost any
type of outdoor surface.
RSU 12082632 49.99

Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door from RadioShack Unlimited''. Shipping and pricing information on page 395.


